Writing Appellate Briefs, for Young Lawyers
By Belinda I. Mathie

A

dvice on how to craft an effective
appellate brief is readily available,
ranging from the general to the
specific. For example: Write clearly, persuasively, and concisely. Craft your arguments in light of the standard of review.
If your client lost below, do not attack
(or even mention) the trial judge—refer
instead to the decisions of the trial court.
All of these are excellent tips.
Sometimes, however, the advice
overlooks the most fundamental purpose
of the appellate brief: to explain to the
appellate court why your client should
prevail on appeal. Anything that does
not contribute to that goal detracts from
the issues at hand and takes up space
that could have been better devoted to
advancing the merits of your client’s
case. Also, appellate briefs are advocacy
pieces, not law-review articles. Accordingly, appellate briefs are not the place to
dazzle the appellate panel with proof that
you have read every single case on point
in the relevant jurisdiction, or worse,
the entire country. Nor is an appeal an
appropriate venue to try to settle old
scores from the trial itself. In other words,
if your client is the appellant, your brief
should focus relentlessly on how the trial
court misunderstood the relevant law, the
key facts, or both, arriving at an erroneous conclusion that requires reversal. If
your client is the appellee, your task is to
explain why the trial court’s opinion was
well reasoned and why any errors therein
do not require reversal. In short, an appellate brief is your opportunity to help the
judges understand why they should vote
in your client’s favor. Below are some
suggestions about how to accomplish
this objective.
1. Do not misstate the law. Nothing
will destroy your credibility faster than
a deliberate misstatement of the law. Do
not stretch a legal proposition beyond the
limits of vigorous advocacy or deliberately
omit a “not” or key qualifying phrase from

the case, statute, or regulation you are
citing. Such unethical behavior will
almost certainly be caught by a suspicious
judge or his or her careful clerk. (Many
judges require their clerks to review each
authority cited in the appellate briefs. A
blatant misquote is easy to notice.) Similarly, ignoring controlling authority that
is problematic for your case is unlikely
to be successful. If the authority can be
found by competent research, do not bet
your case on the belief that opposing
counsel, the judges, and the clerks are all
incompetent. Misstating the law gives
opposing counsel a perfect opportunity
to respond or reply with an explanation
of why the court should “trust me, not
them.” No matter how tempting, avoid
this tactic. It will only cause the remainder of your brief to be read with suspicion.
2. Do not misstate the facts. As with
the law, deliberately misrepresenting the
facts is a sure way to harm, not strengthen, your client’s position. The fact section
of your brief should contain meticulous
citations—every time the reader turns to
the appendix or record on appeal, he or
she should be able to find exactly what
you have promised will be there. Where
possible, quote the relevant documents or
testimony in your brief instead of characterizing them, allowing the reader to
see for himself or herself exactly what the
evidence was. However, extensive use of
lengthy quotations is counterproductive.
Do not clutter your brief with paragraph
after paragraph of block text.
3. Focus only on your strongest arguments. An opening brief with 10 arguments is almost always a sign that a party
is adopting the “kitchen sink” approach
and cannot point to actual, reversible
error. If your client is the appellant, be
selective about the issues you present on
appeal. Identify those most likely to result
in a reversal, and do not devote time or
space to discussion of marginal points.

Even if the trial court was dead wrong on
a particular point, if it does not require
reversal, the error merits a footnote at
best. If your client is the appellee, consider whether appellant’s presentation of
the issues actually gets to the heart of the
case. Is there one overarching theme that
demonstrates why all four of your opponent’s claims are wrong? If so, do not be
constrained by your opponent’s framing of
the appeal.
4. Try to anticipate questions. When
writing your brief, realize that the appellate panel has not lived with your case for
the months or years that the trial court
and parties spent with it. Think about
what someone new to the case might
want to know, or must understand, to
come to the correct conclusion. Give the
reader the information he or she needs—
do not make the judge or clerk hunt for
it. In addition, if there is a weakness in
your argument, consider addressing it directly and providing the best response you
can in a preemptive fashion. (If you do
not do it in the brief, there is an excellent
chance it will come up at oral argument;
it never hurts to be prepared.)
5. Do not merely rehash your arguments below. This mistake occurs far too
frequently, especially among counsel who
do not often practice before an appellate court. If you find yourself cutting
and pasting large amounts of text from
your briefing on the motion to dismiss
or the motion for summary judgment, it
is time to reconsider your approach. If
your client lost, it is unlikely that merely
repeating the same arguments will lead to
a different result on appeal. Identify why
the trial court erred and be proactive to
prevent the appellate court from making the same mistake. Similarly, if your
client won, do not just assume that what
worked below will suffice in the appellate court. Respond to the issues raised
by your opponent, and be prepared to
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address any weaknesses in the trial court’s
opinion. Also, remember that appellate
judges are not jurors or trial-court judges.
Certain tactics that might be effective at
trial can come across as theatrical on appeal, are rarely persuasive, and can even
be counterproductive. Also, be careful
with analogies. If you think of one that
appears to illustrate your point, consider
whether and how your opponent might
try to turn it against you. If there is an
obvious rejoinder, skip the analogy.
6. Consider the standard of review.
Another reason not to simply repeat
your arguments below is the standard of
review on appeal matters. Your arguments should be tailored to the relevant
standard. If your client is the appellant
and the standard of review in your case is
abuse of discretion, you must show that
the trial court made a significant mistake.
Demonstrating only that reasonable
minds could disagree will not result in
a reversal. If you represent the appellee, the standard of review may present
a valuable opportunity to remind the
appellate court that even if some of the
appellant’s claims have some merit, they
do not rise to a level requiring reversal.
Finally, try to match the authority on
which you rely to the procedural posture
of your case. If you are appealing the
grant of summary judgment, focus on
summary-judgment cases, not cases on
appeal from a motion to dismiss or a jury
verdict.
7. Focus on the issues, not on how
much you dislike your opponent.
Appellate briefing is not the place to
attack opposing counsel’s trial behavior,
personality traits, or lack of professional
courtesy. Tempting as it may be to tell
the court that your opponent is the sorriest excuse for a lawyer against whom you
have ever had the misfortune to litigate,
such information has no place in an appellate brief. Invective and ad hominem
attacks will rarely get you anywhere.
Keep in mind that the appellate court’s
task is to determine if the case was correctly decided below, not to determine
which lawyer is the better person. Even if
your opponent is a jerk, he or she could

still be right. Moreover, complaining
about opposing counsel takes up space
that could have been spent on substantive argument. Years ago, I read a set of
briefs, including a sur-reply, that consisted mostly of the parties harping on how
dishonest the other side was. I remember
that it was an ERISA case, but have no
idea what the substantive issues were.
But the parties’ constant sniping at each
other through four different briefs sticks
out to this day.
Of course, it is entirely valid to inform
the court if counsel or a party engaged
in fraud on the trial court or the appellate panel. If you discover that opposing
counsel inserted a new document in the
record on appeal or fabricated evidence

Nothing
will destroy your
credibility faster
than a deliberate
misstatement
of the law.
below, this should be brought to the
appellate court’s attention immediately.
Similarly, if your opponent has misstated
the law in its brief, the errors or omissions can and should be pointed out to
the court. However, all of this can be
done in a straightforward, professional
manner. There is no need to attack
opposing counsel personally or tell the
court how horrible your opponent’s actions were. Let the facts and law speak
for themselves. If you are correct, the
judges will reach their own conclusions
about your opponent’s trustworthiness.
However, it is important to be selective
when accusing your opponent of deliberately misleading the court. Making a
huge issue over a minor error, especially
if it might have been the result of honest
oversight, will detract from the merits of
your argument. If your brief is full of objections to picayune mistakes, the court
may think you do not have any substantive arguments.

8. Choose your citations with care.
Appellate judges (and their clerks) have
a tremendous amount of reading to
do. As mentioned above, many judges
require their clerks to read every authority cited in a brief, and many judges
will want to review the key authorities
themselves. Therefore, it is important to
think about how much information you
are asking the court to process and to
make every citation count. Remember,
the point of an appellate brief is to make
it easy for the court to rule in your client’s favor. Bogging down your brief with
extraneous and unnecessary citations
creates more work than necessary for the
court and reduces your room to make
substantive arguments. You do not get
extra points for listing every potentially
relevant case or statute somewhere in the
brief, or proving that you reviewed them
all. What does create a favorable impression is honing in on the most important
authorities and explaining how they
require your desired result.
There are several ways you can help
the reader. First, streamline the number
of cases you cite, and do not routinely
include lengthy string cites. If there is
controlling authority directly on point
for your proposition, the court will typically be satisfied with a citation to one
case setting out the law—there is no
need to cite five additional cases that
stand for the exact same point. If you
have two strong cases for a proposition,
there is no need to include a third that
only supports your point tangentially.
If you want to emphasize that a particular principle has been the law for
20 years, citation to the first case to so
hold and to the most recent case on the
same point should do the trick—there
is no need to list every case that came
between them. (Even better, if a recent
case states that the proposition has been
well established for 20 years, you could
just quote that sentence and note that
your case cited many others.) Another
frequently overlooked method of reducing the court’s reading load is to use the
cases that you cite for substantive points
to illustrate the standard of review and
other procedural issues. There is no need
to use “the usual” cases to support your
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section on, say, the standard governing
review of a grant of summary judgment,
when the cases you will cite for substantive purposes later in the brief include the
same information. Do not worry about
not including “enough” citations. If your
citations are rock-solid, the court will not
rule in favor of your opponent because he
or she cited 50 cases to your 25.
Second, focus on controlling authority wherever possible. If the circuit you
are in has definitively ruled on an issue,
the panel is unlikely to be interested in a
report on which other circuits and district
courts agree, or to be persuaded by the
fact that other courts (with the obvious
exception of the Supreme Court of the
United States) disagree. Where there is a
well-developed body of law in the relevant circuit, extensive citation to other
jurisdictions, especially when coupled with
failure to cite cases from the circuit you are
in, suggests one of two things: Either you
routinely practice in the other jurisdiction
and have failed to update your research, or,
more problematically, you are asking the
court to ignore its own precedent. I once
read a brief filed in the Eighth Circuit
in a denial-of-Social-Security-disabilitypayments case that cited dozens of Ninth
Circuit cases, despite the existence of controlling cases from the Eighth Circuit. The
Ninth Circuit citations added nothing to
appellant’s argument.
Of course, there are times when you
must cite to persuasive authority and
when listing a dozen cases is entirely
appropriate. On an issue of first impression, for example, you will want to line
up cases that support your desired result
from as many jurisdictions as possible. As
another example, when seeking a hearing before the en banc court, it may be
entirely appropriate to rely on decisions
outside of the circuit to support your argument that the full court should reverse
the course taken by an earlier panel. The
key is to think about whether referencing
a case adds something substantive to the
brief, or is merely redundant, before adding it to the list.
Third, help the reader understand why
you cited particular authority. If you are
not quoting a case or statute, use explanatory parentheticals, even brief ones, to

show why the citation is relevant. Include
accurate pin cites to help the reader immediately locate the cited proposition
or quotation and easily verify that your
citation is correct. If a case is directly on
point, it is helpful to inform the court
that it matches your case in terms of the
issues, the facts, and procedural posture.
Conversely, if your opponent cites a case
that in inapposite, explain all the factors
that distinguish your matter from the
cited decision.
9. When you reach the end of your
argument, stop. There is no rule that you
must fill up as many pages as you can. If
your arguments can be carefully and com-

Remember that
spell-check is not
infallible and that
the find-and-replace
feature can lead to
unintended
consequences.
pletely made in fewer pages than you are
allotted, feel free to stop writing. Resist
the temptation to add weaker arguments
or repeat yourself just to take up room
on the page. Do not fear that a court will
rule in your opponent’s favor because he
or she submitted 10 pages more than you
did. A judge with a heavy workload will
likely be grateful to read fewer, tightly
crafted pages than to face a lengthy,
rambling brief.
10. Follow the rules. This may seem
like a no-brainer, but many parties fail
to look up and follow the Federal Rules
of Appellate Procedure or the relevant
circuit rules, which sometimes alter the
Federal Rules’ requirements regarding
margins, line spacing, font size, cover color, and the like. Drafting your brief using
the relevant formatting requirements will
provide a good sense of how much space
you actually have to work with, and can

help you avoid needing to make extensive
cuts at the last minute. If a table of contents or table of authorities is required,
provide them in the correct format. Do
not let your brief be thrown out because
of a technical failing. While a court will
often provide an opportunity for you to
reformat and refile the brief, the charity
of the clerk’s office is not something on
which you want to rely. Nor is submitting
a motion for leave to file late an optimal
way to start your appeal. Finally, do not
try to circumvent page limits through either extensive use of footnotes and block
quotes or cheating the margins “just a
little bit.” Beyond making it problematic
to sign the certification of compliance
with page limits, these tactics are widely
known, easy to spot, and universally
loathed.
11. Consider the aesthetics of your
brief. Again, appellate judges have an
enormous amount of reading to do. A
brief should be as easy to read as possible, both as a matter of content and of
formatting. Do not introduce an unnecessary obstacle to your case by making it
harder for the judges to decipher what you
have written. In addition to following the
applicable rules, check to see if the court
has recommendations regarding preferred
fonts, justification, the use of bold, italics,
or underlining, or any other stylistic features. The Seventh Circuit, for example,
devotes more than six pages of its Practitioner’s Handbook for Appeals (available
at www.ca7.uscourts.gov/Rules/handbook
.pdf) to suggestions for making your brief
physically easier to read and comprehend.
The handbook also helpfully explains the
reasons underlying the Seventh Circuit’s
guidelines. The formatting tips contained in the handbook are educational
and merit consideration even if you are
filing in another circuit. If a court has
taken the time to recommend particular
fonts or styles, it is advisable to follow its
suggestions—even if that is not what you
normally do and even if you can comply
with the rules by doing it your usual way.
You are unlikely to lose a case for using
a disfavored font, but it makes sense to
honor a court’s formatting request if reasonably possible. In this day of electronic
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word processing, it often only takes a few
clicks to make the necessary changes.
12. Avoid typographical errors. This
too might seem so obvious that it hardly
bears mention, but many filed appellate
briefs contain typographical errors. It
is doubtful that a few stray commas or
misspellings would doom an otherwise
meritorious appeal, and most people
understand that small errors sometimes
creep into briefs despite the author’s best
efforts. Nonetheless, it is important to remember that spell-check is not infallible
and that the find-and-replace feature can
lead to unintended consequences. I once

The Finality Trap Revisited
Continued from front cover

litigated in the future, a dismissal
without prejudice generally does not
resolve the claim “finally” for appellate
jurisdictional purposes.
The application of these rules in a lawsuit involving only one count is straightforward. If the claim is dismissed without
prejudice, the plaintiff cannot appeal. To
pursue the claim, he or she must refile it.
Yet in lawsuits involving more than one
claim (or party), the final judgment rule
has surprising consequences. If you dismiss your fifth count without prejudice,
the court’s summary judgment ruling does
not become final because the fifth count
may be litigated in the future. Thus, if
you appeal, the court of appeals lacks
jurisdiction over the case. Yet dismissing
your fifth count leaves nothing pending
before the district court, depriving it of
jurisdiction over the four claims that
were adjudicated on their merits.2 The
finality trap is sprung. Your case is no
longer pending in any court. You have
lost most of your claims (by a ruling that
precludes you from asserting them in
any subsequent action), you have lost
your right to further litigate any of your
claims in the district court, and you may
have lost your right to appeal (unless
your assigned appellate panel views your
jurisdictional plight sympathetically).

encountered a brief where it appeared
that misuse of the “Replace All” function
had caused every instance of “though” to
be changed to “thou.” Unfortunately, the
author of that brief was extremely fond
of using the phrase “even though.” While
the mistake did not prevent comprehension, you do not want your reader to be
chuckling after every other page. Another
mistake to prevent is the case of a properly spelled but incorrect word slipping
through the spell-check. While the final
hours before filing can often be hectic,
taking the time to proofread as carefully
as possible is invaluable for presenting a
polished brief to the court.

In sum, writing an appellate brief should
never be a rote exercise. Think carefully
about both the substantive content and
typographic presentation of your arguments. And always keep your ultimate
goal in mind—helping the appellate court
understand why it should rule in your
client’s favor. n

A surprising—even harsh—result?
Yes, but one that has been recognized by
at least 10 of the 13 courts of appeals.3
Only the First and Federal Circuits
consistently give parties a reprieve from
the finality trap.4 For example, in Marshall
v. Kansas City Southern Railway Co., the
Fifth Circuit expressly invoked the finality
trap, dismissing the plaintiffs’ second attempt to take an appeal from an interlocutory order.5 The plaintiffs sought to
appeal from a district court order denying
their motion to remand the case to state
court based on the court’s ruling that the
plaintiffs fraudulently joined non-diverse
defendants and dismissing claims against
those defendants. After the plaintiffs dismissed their remaining claim against the
diverse defendant, without prejudice, they
appealed. The Fifth Circuit held “[i]n so
doing, Plaintiffs have forfeited their right
to appeal—presumably inadvertently—
because we must . . . dismiss this second
appeal for lack of appellate jurisdiction.”6
Although the result may seem severe,
it follows logically from fundamental
jurisdictional principles, including the
justice system’s goal of promoting the
efficient use of its resources. As the Supreme Court repeatedly observed, courts
could not resolve disputes efficiently if
every ruling could be challenged individually.7 Forcing parties to wait until their
case is fully decided to file an appeal also
winnows claims of error to those that are
determinative, and eliminates needless

appeals from rulings that seem important
when issued but turn out to be irrelevant.8
Permitting parties to dismiss claims
without prejudice to challenge interlocutory rulings in a piecemeal fashion would
undermine these aims.
Decisions enforcing the finality trap
also properly confine the final judgment
rule’s exceptions and prevent them from
swallowing that rule. Under 12 U.S.C.
§ 1292(b), an interlocutory order that
presents “a controlling question of law”
may be appealed, but only with permission by the district court and the court
of appeals. Under Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure 54(b), a district court may
certify as “final” an order that resolves
(1) one “claim” in a case with multiple
claims or (2) all of the claims against
one party in a case with multiple parties,
so that it may be appealed immediately.
These exceptions are intended to permit
parties to appeal orders that are not final
only in exceptional circumstances—and
they require the approval of at least one
court.9 Allowing a party to dismiss a claim
without prejudice to clear the way for an
appeal of an interlocutory ruling would
effectively give the party the power to
manufacture appellate jurisdiction by itself, without the approval of any court. In
fact, a party could “conceivably appeal as
many times as he has claims,” repeatedly
circumventing these restrictions on the
right to appeal.10
While the finality trap prevents
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